
Securus NDVR POS 
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 1. What is DTVS? 

Data Transaction Verification System 

(Transaction data certification system) 
 

DTVS is a software that is interlocked with transaction data systems (POS, ATM, 
etc.) and NDVR. It can analyze and process the data received directly from the 
transaction data system in real time, and then it can monitor the video and the 
data at NDVR simultaneously. In addition, by managing this data in DB, users 
can find the data they want quickly and conveniently, improving the efficiency of 
your work. 
 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

All module consists of <Add-On> package type For easy integration 

• POS  

• ATM 

• Access Control 

• Number Plate 

 

VIVAKO  

NDVR 
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 2. Benefits of system interworking 

 

 

POS ► The time of investigation is greatly reduced through alarm and text search.  

► It has real-time local and remote monitoring capabilities for preventing 

employee’s theft and thief detection. 

►Maintaining mutually trustworthy labor-management relations through 

eliminating the causes of opportunities and temptations (theft, bad work habits 

and manipulation mistakes). 

Access control 

► The time of investigation is greatly reduced through alarm and text search.  

► By interlocking with NDVR, weakness of current access control system is 

complemented. 

 (Example, the access of many people can be controlled with one card.) 

►Staff work status can be accurately verified and managed. 

 (Check and management when using multiple cards with video) 

► A list with rejected access can be made and searched by video. 

 

 

CD/ATM 

► The time of investigation is greatly reduced through alarm and text search.  

► With video receipt, it is possible to accurately identify who the user is. 

► Video data about transaction error can be searched, scanned, and verified. 



3. DTVS Understanding 

 

 

POS 

Access control 

 

 

CD/ATM 

Transaction DATA 

Video DATA 

DTVS software 
. Data parsing 

. Data analysis 

. Data processing 

. DB storage(MDB, SQL) 

NDVR 

 Video and Transaction 

Data  Live Monitoring  

Recorded Data Search 

Search the Data for Transaction 

DTVS 

IP, HD-SDI, Analog HD Camera 
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4. Key Features 

 

 

 

 

Easy and simple interface 

tools for the users  

 

Event setup for a 

special 

transaction 

Taylor-Made Search  

using transaction data DB  

<Video receipt> 

Embedded Transaction data 

on video data  
Embedded Transaction Data 
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 5.  Composition  

RS232 

Video Data 
Server (DVR) 

Search Client 

LAN 

Pos 

POS 

ATM 

Access 
Control 

TCP/IP 

UDP 

TCP/IP 

INTERNET 

TCP/IP 

LAN 

TCP/IP 

Search Client 

Printer 
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6. Imaging devices constituting DTVS 

VHD-1204 

Hybrid NDVR 

ALL Camera DTVS Support 

VAHD Series 

IP Camera 
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 7. Software Features (DataScope) 

 It captures text data coming from Serial or LAN. 

 It analyzes the data to define it as a Protocol.  

 It saves the data as a log. 

DataScope is a software that captures text data coming from external device. 

<ASCII> <HEX> <LOG> 
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 7. Software Features (Device Setup) 

 Select the device to be interlocked and register it. 

  If it is not in List, press "NEW" to register. 

    * Users can modify existing devices and new devices can be added. 

You can select devices that are already registered all over the world (more than 50 devices). 
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7. Software Features (Data setup) 

Different devices can be easily interfaced because users can 

define transaction information as needed and define specific 

scenarios. 

How to create a scenario 

Line sorting, character replacement, character deletion, line 

invalidation, and log files for specific transaction items 
     

The Taylor_Made scenario is provided according to user needs using transaction information via 

serial and network ports.  

Line break Include 
Exclude 

Invalid Replace Event 

Transection break 
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7. Software Features (DB setup) 

 Microsoft Access 

After selecting the folder where the DB will be created, create 

Database and test Database. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SQL Server, SQL Server 2005, and MySQL Server 

Enter the name of the SQL Server, the name of the DB to use, and 

the User and Password to connect to SQL Server. 

 

Registered devices are managed by DB. 

Microsoft Access, SQL Server, and MySQL Server are all supported. 
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7. Software Features (DB setup) 

 MicrosoftAccess 

After selecting the folder where the DB will be created,  

create Database and test Database. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SQL Server, SQL Server 2005, and MySQL Server 

Enter the name of the SQL Server, the name of the DB to  

use, and the User and Password to connect to SQL Server. 

 

 

By pre-registering the search keyword transmitted from the POS to search the data, 

data search can be performed more conveniently and quickly. When searching items in 

a sentence, users can search them by setting the quantity or amount range. 
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7. Software Features (XML setup) 

It is used only when sending XML data from the devices such as POS or  

Access control. 
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7. Software Features (Connecting setup) 

Set the communication method with external devices (Serial port and TCP/IP). 

* When port converter is used, RS-422/485 communication and parallel communication 

are possible. 

<Serial setup> 
<LAN Setup> 
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7.Software Features (Text Display setup) 

Set the device to be connected with the desired camera and the properties of the  

Characters to be displayed on the screen. 

 Select  the connection to be 

interlocked with camera 
 

 

Select the font, size, and color of the 

character 

 

 

Select the display position of the 

character, the number of lines, whether 

to display, etc. 
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8. NDVR Software (monitoring screen)  

Live Monitoring transaction data is shown  

on NDVR 
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 8. NDVR software (TEXT Search) 

Set the desired date, time, and camera, 

respectively. 

 

The data transmitted from the external device is recorded in the database in 

real time, and users can perform directly text search on the data by using TEXT 

Search. 

Set the desired date, time, and camera, 

respectively, and assign conditions for the 

search (Item Search). 



Together, We make it true.  Thank you ! 

Neo Paradigm Surveillance Solution –  NVR /NDVR 


